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What is the Pilot Team About?
 Oftentimes you’ll see us in the student sections of games with a camera trying not to

be noticeable and trying to capture action shots and portraits of students and
faculty. We do this to present our art in the yearbook and Pilot. Our main goal is to

present not only students and faculty, but also families with a year’s worth of
memories and moments in time that have been captured throughout high school. 

 We write articles for your enjoyment for fall, winter, and spring in the Pilot
magazine. Thanks to Mrs. Garceau, we've been given the chance to pick our own

articles to write about. Being given this opportunity we have been given the chance
to express our individual selves through our own writings. Choosing our own ideas
for articles has given us the chance to share not only our ideas but what others have

brought to our attention. 
 In addition to the "Pilot" magazine, we are also incharge of designing and making

the yearbook. We’ve been given a big responsibility with presenting to you a
masterpiece that contains many memories students and faculty members have made
throughout the year. The yearbook is a collection of moments anyone is given the

opportunity to look back upon and use to compare to how they’ve grown up so much
since then.

“Are all students welcome to join? Yes, we encourage all students to join the class.
If you don’t feel comfortable joining the class you are welcome to join in taking

photos or pitching ideas as to how we can make the Yearbook and the Pilot
magazine better.”

 

What Is Publications Class about?
By: Maygen Ertman



“ Hi I'm Maygen Ertman, I’m a junior this year and I’ve been doing publications since sophomore year. This year I am chief n’
editor which I look forward to doing, especially since I haven’t been in publications for a long time. My goal for this year is to just
give students and even faculty the opportunity to make this year’s yearbook the best it can be. I am especially excited to capture the

special memories that last a lifetime!”

 

“Hi, I'm Aeryn. This is my first year in publications. I'm super excited to be taking pictures for the yearbook. I've always been
interested in seeing the process of creating the Pilot and yearbook. The journalism aspect really interests me and I look forward to

seeing how everything turns out.”

“ Hi, I’m Max Docter Maurer. This is my first year of publications and I’m a sophomore this school year. I want to learn to make
better photos, and capture candid photos of fans, players, and students in their everyday life. I look forward to learning how to take

better photos.”

“ Hi, I’m Owen Stocktom. I’m a senior this year and this is my first year of publications. My goal for this year is to create the
best yearbook possible while making many memories.”

“ Hi, I’m Riley McAndrews. I’m a senior this year and this is my second year of publications. My goals for publications this year is
to try and put my best effort in the 3 articles I make for the Pilot and try to make them as interesting and fun as possible. Another
goal for myself in publication is to make my yearbook pages better than they were last year and try to add some more spice to my

yearbook pages. My final goal in publication this year is to go out and take good photos for the yearbook this year.

“ Hi, I’m Thomas Augustine. I’m a senior this year and this is also my first year of publications. I took publications in hopes of
mixing up and getting a little break from regular textbook classes, and I'm ready to help make the Pilot and yearbook great.” 

 

“ Hi, I’m Connor Kubsch. I’m a senior this year and it’s also my first year of doing
publications.”

“ Hi, I’m Emerson Risch. I’m a sophomore this year and this is my very first year of publications. 

“ Hi, I’m Maxwell Senfleben. I’m a senior this year and this is my second year in a row of
publications.

“ Hi, I’m Lauren Stangel. I’m a sophomore this year and this is my first year of publications."

“ Hi, I’m Preston Wallander. I’m a senior this year and this is also my second year of publications. "

“ Hi, I’m Brayden Yanda. I’m a senior this year and I’m also in my first year of doing
publications.”
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Let's BeReal
By: Owen Stockton

Have you ever heard of BeReal? Well if not BeReal has taken the current generation by storm. The app that was
launched in early 2022 has gained over 21.6 million users in just a few months. BeReal works by sending users around
the world the same notification. Users then have 2 minutes to take a picture of what they are doing right then and there.
The app takes use of both your front and back camera to capture a picture with them at the same time.

 BeReal is different from other social media apps like Snapchat, Instagram, and Facebook. What makes BeReal so
different is their motto “No filters. No likes. No followers. No ads. Just your friends, for real”. BeReal claims they make
the notifications random to encourage the users to accept the imperfect. The whole point to BeReal is to literally be real
and post what you are doing exactly when the notification comes out.

I took a quick survey among some students about BeReal. What was found is that 3 out of 4 students have the app and use
it daily. Most of the students I interviewed had positive comments about the app, with all of them saying they thought it
was a unique idea. With no other app taking use of both the camera on our phone it puts BeReal in a category of its own. I
interviewed senior Max Senfleben and he gave me his thoughts on BeReal. He said, “ I think it is a very fun app that
brings a smile to my face everyday.” He also said he often catches himself on it more than he should be. Max loves seeing
what his friends are doing throughout the day. He said, “ It makes me happy to see my friends having fun and getting out
to do stuff.”

BeReal can also benefit kids with social anxiety. The way it helps is by reassuring and forcing the motto of “accept the
imperfect”. It also can help by limiting the amount of time you spend on the app. There is no need to sit and spend time
on BeReal when the notification only comes out once a day. This helps kids that get distracted from their everyday life.
With more kids getting out and spending time with friends they will benefit from it. Social engagement is one of the keys
to a healthy childhood.  

In many eyes BeReal is becoming one of the most popular social media apps. To some however they do not see the point
of it. It’s all about how you see it. If you can use the app how they want you to use it, it can be very entertaining. You get
to see what all your friends are doing and you get a smile out of it. 



Thomas Locatelli is a 16-year-old senior attending Roncalli High School. He was born and raised
in Milan, Italy with an older and younger brother. When Thomas came to the United States he
discovered many differences between how our two countries and school systems work. A few
differences that he noticed are that people here tend to be friendlier and teachers tend to be
more helpful. Thomas also explained that a difference between the schooling system here is

that we have longer school days than Italy’s 8 a.m.-2 p.m. schedule. This is because in Italy they
don’t have a study hall or lunch break. Thomas also was surprised to learn that in the States
people can start driving at 16 years old, as opposed to 18 years old in Italy. He believes the
reason behind this is that adults in America trust younger people more than adults in Italy.
Thomas’s stay in the States has already rubbed off on him as he has picked up some new

favorite songs like “Wishing Well” from Juice World and “Pop Out” by Polo G. 
 Agata Szpila is a 17-year-old junior coming from Warsaw, Poland to Roncalli High School. Back in

Poland, she is a folk dancer and with her ensemble, she travels around the world and takes part in
international festivals. Besides dancing, she is also a part of the Polish Ultimate Frisbee team. During
the first few weeks of being in the States, Agata realized that the transition from Poland to America
was not as difficult as she expected, despite many differences in our everyday lives. She said that

here everything seems vast and big. She also mentioned the food is a lot sweeter and not as healthy
as the food she is used to. The foods she misses the most are bread and pierogies. Pierogies are a
Polish version of dumplings that can be sweet or savory and filled with cheese, meat, potatoes, or

even fruits that are fried or baked in butter. This year she picked up playing volleyball and acting in
the school play. She said that Polish schools don’t provide any sports or additional activities. When
someone wants to develop their hobbies they need to look for places outside the city to do so. She
also finds Americans to be very open and kind people. She said that she remembers the first time
when someone she didn’t know asked her how she was doing and she was very confused about it.

Back in Poland, it would be considered kind of suspicious to greet a stranger. 
 

Did you know that in Vietnam, they go to school from 6:45 a.m. to 11:30 a.m., and then after that, they go to
extra classes until 9:00 p.m.? These are the types of things we learn from our new friends from different

countries. High school should be a time to make new friends and learn new things. International students help
us do both of these things. They create new friendships and educate us about the cultures of their hometown.
We can learn things like how we may have the same holidays and activities that they do, but how their country

makes them unique and put their own cultural twist on it. 

  Foreign 
          Friends

By: Max Docter
              Maurer

Van Quy Bao Tram is a 13-year-old ninth grader from Da Nang, Vietnam attending Roncalli
Highschool. She loves to draw and swim and is currently on the Roncalli swim team. Tram

explained how in Vietnam they do quite a lot of things differently. First off at school students
attend classes from 6:45 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. and then after that, they go to extra classes until 9:00

p.m. Secondly, in Vietnam, instead of the students moving from class to class, the teachers are
the ones that move. Tram feels the Vietnamese school system could be improved to better

accommodate the students' mental health. Some things Tram found interesting about the States
from a foreigner’s perspective include Americans’ ability to order a car online and have the car
be delivered to their house and the self-checkout at Walmart, amongst other things. Tram told

me about a type of soup called Bún Bò which is popular in her country. Bún Bò consists of
noodles with beef in soup cooked with bones and has a mix of spicy, salty, and savory flavors. 

Inga Zielinska is a 17-year-old senior from Warsaw, Poland. Inga has a 26-year-old
brother and she enjoys dancing, basketball, and handball. In her free time, she learns

new languages and travels around the world. So far Inga speaks English and Polish and is
currently learning German and Spanish. Inga has traveled to Germany, the Netherlands,

Greece, Spain, Italy, Croatia, the United Arab Emirates, Hungary, Bulgaria, Turkey,
Switzerland, and the Czech Republic. Inga found the United Arab Emirates to be her

favorite place to travel to because of its unique architecture and how modern it is. She
also enjoyed Italy quite a lot because of its iconic food. A popular Polish food Inga

mentioned she loves is pierogies; a Polish version of a dumpling. Inga said she feels Italy
has a better educational system than the States because in Poland they spend more

time going further in-depth on subjects. Even though Poland surpasses the U.S. in
education she feels the U.S surpasses Poland in terms of people. Meaning people in the

United States are friendlier and more open whereas in Poland people tend to keep to
themselves and not interact with others as much.



Marta Pavone is an 18-year-old senior from Sanremo, Italy coming to Roncalli
for her second year studying abroad. Marta spends her time dancing, skiing,

listening to music, and hanging out with friends. Though she prefers skiing and
dancing, Marta went out of her comfort zone and is trying soccer and tennis

here at Roncalli on her study abroad. She enjoys the class “Public Speaking” the
most and feels that the United States has a better school system than Italy for

multiple reasons. She feels the schools in America have a friendlier atmosphere
and aren’t just about academics but are a place to participate in sporting

events and build memorable relationships. She also found a new favorite food
on the school lunch menu which is the classic, now relatively famous, corn.

Marta explained the process of becoming a international student entailed her
having to sign a lot of papers, then she needed to complete a psychological

exam in English to see if she was both psychologically fit to spend two years in
the States and fit to communicate fluently in English. 

 Vu Tram Anh is a 17-year-old foreign exchange student from Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam who is in 12th
grade. Anh has a younger brother and is a big fan of swimming and badminton. She spends her time

hanging out with her friends, eating street food, and experimenting with new foods to cook. Anh likes
to create desserts like Boba and sweet cakes. She finds school in America to be better than in

Vietnam for multiple reasons. She feels like in the States there is not as much pressure put on the
student to do well which helps them stay calm and excel at their own rate. Ahn was not used to

having a study-hall period built into her schedule, she instead was used to a designated break/nap
time she had at her school in Vietnam. Anh also noticed that Americans tend to greet others rather
intimately through handshakes and light kisses on the side of a person's cheek, which is uncommon

in Vietnam. Anh has picked up a little of our culture by listening to her new favorite artist: Olivia
Rodrigo, and learning a new favorite saying “No Pain No Gain.” She explained it was a bumpy journey

coming to the States as her visa was denied multiple times. In the end, it all worked out and she is
enjoying her stay here in America with her loving host family and new friends.

 

Gabriela Orłowska is a 16-year-old from Gdańsk, Poland in 11th grade studying abroad here in
the States. Gabriela lives with her mother, father, and 13-year-old brother. She spends her

time roller skating, watching movies, and hanging out with friends. Here she lives with a
lovely family. For the first time, she has an older sister, Marta Pavone from Italy. Gabriela said

that school in America doesn’t entail as many classes as her school in Poland, which allows
her to stay on top of her homework better and partake in school activities. Gabriela has had
some new experiences in the States. She tried water skiing for the first time when she lived

with her host family in English Lake and was even able to stand up on the skis multiple times.
She also tried barbecue ribs, mac and cheese, and peanut butter and jelly sandwiches for the

first time which soon became new favorite meals for her. Gabriela said a favorite food she
has from Poland is the classic Polish dumpling, pierogies. Everything around her is new and
exciting Gabriela explained. She was very surprised to see how friendly all the teachers are
here. Gabriela said she is thankful for all the new things she has experienced and is yet to

experience in the States. She is very thankful for her host family who supports her, cares for
her, and will be along with her every step of the way on her journey.

 

Jozef Gburik is a 17-year-old junior from Kosice, Slovakia. He is the second oldest out of his five
siblings, he enjoys hanging out with friends, running, taking his dog Riley for walks, and enjoys

watching the stock market. Jozef said a meal he loves from Slovakia is kapustnica which is a soup
that consists of pickled cabbage, sausage, mushrooms, potatoes, and pork meat. He also said that
here in the States he has had to adapt to some things. For example, Jozef is not the biggest Kanye

West fan but has to deal with Matthew Issleman playing his songs during the car ride to school
every morning. Amongst other minor difficulties, Jozef still enjoys his life in America. He told me his

life in Slovakia is quite different from his life in America. Jozef said that school here is easier
because, instead of having four 80-minute classes each day, they have seven 45-minute classes

every day in Slovakia. Jozef also said that Slovakia is not in the best condition right now. He
explained that this is because just 30 years ago Slovakia declared independence from Russia which

as a result weakened their economy. Jozef said the only thing he feels Slovakia does better than
the States is that they are not so politically oriented there. Jozef said despite all of Slovakia’s

imperfections he still loves his country and its amazing food and encourages people to go visit if
they ever have the opportunity. 



Boredom Ends Here

Throughout high school, people get to do a lot of exciting activities, but people do not know what to do for
fun once they get into high school. A major turning point is being able to drive a car which opens up many
many opportunities. Older students can give some ideas of what it means to have fun and help kids not miss
out while in high school. 

 
Everyone has had those nights where we sit at home with nothing to do. Why sit at home and watch time go
by when you can have fun? Upperclassmen have experienced it all and can share how to save themselves
from wasted time in their bedroom. Most people waste immense amounts of time at home sitting on their
beds using their phones. They could be doing something active and strengthening the friendships they have. 

Connor has made his best memories during sleepovers
over the weekend. Connor went to a friend's house in
Mequon. He did a lot of different things and they
packed a lot into the weekend. Connor and his friends
went to a trampoline park, went to the mall, go to a
Bucks game, and spent good quality time with his
friends. The only downside is the amount of sleep you
get on a weekend trip with friends. A good thing to
watch is the amount of sleep you get, you can get
carried away with friends at night. An experience like
this is amazing and getting a group together for a
weekend is undoubtedly worth it.

By: Maxwell
Senfleben



 

Let's say you are getting tired of Manitowoc. Taking a road
trip with friends to escape Manitowoc is a great idea.
Genessa Shultz and her friends went to the Wisconsin Dells.
While this may seem like a big road trip it can be done in
one day. This day trip that Genessa had with her friends
describes this as one of the best days she had while in high
school. The price can add up for this fun trip, but it is all
worth the fun experience with your friends. This is a great
opportunity to live life to the fullest, not all kids get to go to
the Dells with their friends. This trip would involve exciting
water rides and good food. This day would make for a fun
one.

Preston Wallander over his years at Roncalli has
accumulated a variety of pets. He always found that
getting a new pet with his friends and taking care of
it was fun. Preston and his friends would help buy
an enclosure and design it, and the best part is
getting the animal. They would bond with the
animal in amazement and have good laughs with it.
While doing all of this he has ended up with a
bunny, two turtles, a tortoise, twenty fish, two
ducks, three chickens, a dog, a chameleon, and a
finch. There are many pets that make having fun at
Preston’s easy. These animals always make a day
exciting. A fun thing to spice up one's life is to invest
in a pet. 

 

High school is such an impactful part of everyone's life. This is the transfer into adulthood when you are much
more responsible. That being said, you should have fun while you can, with much fewer worries. High school is
the perfect time to have fun and take advantage of what you can do with your time. Do not let time just pass by
and live a boring life, do exciting things. You only live once.



How Many Sheep Till Better Sleep?
By: Emerson Risch

Students' mental health is not only affected by school or sports but is also heavily influenced by
sleep. In the past couple of years, people of all ages have been through changes in their lives.
COVID-19 has affected mental and physical health. One of the most important things students
should be getting is enough sleep. At night, their minds are racing, and it causes them to stay awake
longer. Studies show that people who journal, read, draw or even listen to music fall asleep quicker. 

Music Journaling

Music has powerful and diverse effects on the
mind and body. The ability to hear music depends
on a series of steps that convert sound waves
coming into the ear into electrical signals in the
brain. As the brain interprets these sounds,
physical effects are happening in the body. Many
of these effects help with sleep. Relaxing music
can help you slow your breathing, lower your
heart rate, lower your blood pressure, relax your
muscles, and reduce stress and anxiety. One study
shows that adults who listened to 45 minutes of
music before falling asleep had better sleep
quality than adults who did not listen to music.

Journaling can have a significant effect on the mind.
Teenagers' minds are full of thoughts, and they think
positively and negatively every day. According to Health-
grades, "writing about past mistakes or future problems
can calm the mind." It is strongly advised to set aside
time to write down any thoughts that come to mind. Even
if you fall asleep quickly, journaling is still an effective
way to help you focus and stay on track. People who think
about negative things in life tend to have more stress and
anxiety. Writing about happy memories can help redirect
your mind to the good things in life.

   



Reading Following a Schedule

Everyone has different strategies to help them fall asleep, whether it is reading, journaling, or even listening to
music. Staying awake late at night on your phone can cause you to lose focus during the day and not do well
academically or physically. It can worsen your mood and cause stress. There are many different ways to help you
sleep better, and it is important to care for your health. 

Reading can not only help you sleep, but it can also
teach you new things about the world around you and
help you see other perspectives. It helps relax your
mind and brings you into a different world. Reading
allows you to forget about things that are troubling
you. A 2021 online study asked 496 participants to
read a book in bed before sleeping, and another 496 to
not read a book before sleeping. After a week, 42
percent of the readers felt their sleep had improved.
Only 28 percent of non-readers slept better. Just
reading for 20 minutes each night can improve your
sleep. 

Sticking to a sleep schedule can help you sleep
better. The recommended amount of sleep for
an adult is at least 7 hours. Most people do not
need more than eight hours in bed to be well
rested. Going to bed and getting up on a
regular schedule, even on weekends, helps
with your body’s sleep-wake cycle. Another
thing to help you sleep is avoiding eating heavy
food before bed or going hungry. Caffeinated
beverages take hours to wear off and can
interfere with your sleep. Creating a nightly
routine before going to bed can improve your
sleep immensely.



 

Throughout the three seasons we are in school, almost every sport has a student section.
Attending these sporting events and cheering for Roncalli creates a positive atmosphere
and unforgettable memories. These memories are not just for us as students, but for
athletes playing the game. Creating chants and dressing in creative themes can show
your friends, classmates, and teammates that they have your support. Athletes use the
energy from the student section as motivation. This supports them through every game
no matter the outcome.

 

 For a long time, high school and college students have had the traditions of
student sections. The themes include school spirit, blackout, Hawaiian, and the
USA. Other than these few examples there are so much more themes to dress up
and build your creativity with. Along with themes, there are also chants started by
the leader of the student section. Each sport has specific chants that can light up
the event. Not only is this building your creative mindset, but it starts to influence
your school spirit. This shows the opposing teams and fans that we are together as
a community. Demonstrating this trait of coming together as a community, shows
the love and support we have for one another. 

Attending even one game can change the whole mood of that specific event. When
athletes know they have support from their classmates, they gain encouragement. The
athletes could be going through a slump or even a tough game. But having the
encouragement of everyone in the stands reminds them what they are playing for. Not
only are they playing to represent Roncalli, but they are playing because they have a
love for the sport. Every athlete is playing for a reason. It is up to the student section
to create a community that's enjoyable to play in. 

 

As a Roncalli community, we have had the tradition of student sections for a long time. Your
parents or even grandparents have been a part of them. They have encouraged their classmates to
win games and fight through tough battles. For example, as a community of students and parents,
we came together and helped the boy's basketball team win state. During their first game at state,
the team was losing. As time was winding down the student section created chants and the parents
all joined in. This was a great way to show the basketball team that we are all here to support them.
The guys had a now-or-never feeling. They wanted to pull through and show the Roncalli
community, along with the opposing team, that they were representing our school. The boys ended
up winning the game and felt as if the student section had a part in it.  

 Soarin' Student Section
By:Lauren Stangel 

 

GO
JETS
GO!



 

 Talking to sophomore Landon Chalupny, he says that student sections have a tremendous impact on the way
the game goes. He is a varsity basketball, baseball, and football player. He was along for the ride to state back in
March. Along with this, he is a pitcher for the baseball team and a quarterback for the football team. Landon
said the student section builds the momentum of players and boosts their motivation. The chants give support
even if there was a rough game. The fans put a wave of confidence in the air. Overall, hearing the student section
chants can help rally the team together. It encourages the players to push through. He is very thankful for the
support and effort the fans put into the game. 

 

Student sections don’t just create memories for the athletes, but they
create memories for the fans too. Senior Mckenzie Staudinger has
been attending sporting events all four years of her high school
career. As a 2-sport athlete, she still finds time to support her friends
in the student section. Her favorite memory was watching the boy's
basketball team play at state in March of 2022. Hearing all the
Roncalli fans and students cheering for victory was something she
will never forget. With a few minutes left and the basketball team
down, everyone got on their feet and started cheering. Mac said it
was such a surreal experience and she made so many memories along
the way. 

Whether you are a freshman, sophomore, junior, or senior attending these events is so fun! Considering all of
these factors it is a great way to represent the Roncalli community. Cheering, dressing in themes, and
encouraging other people to go, shows your support for athletes. Around the school, you will find themes and
when the sporting events occur. Every season has at least one sport you could show your support to. Make sure
to come and support your friends and classmates at the next event!



I asked a senior, Preston Wallander, to be my first interview.
Preston works 2 jobs, Fleet Farm and Brix. He works about 60
hours a week, most of his hours being at Fleet Farm. Preston enjoys
his time at Brix a lot more than Fleet Farm, because at Brix, Preston
is able to use his creativity and it gives him a feeling of
accomplishment when working with other staff. Preston stated that
“Brix is very good at including everybody, the way they do this is by
considering the staff's ideas for recipes and food ideas.” He enjoys
how fast paced and how busy the job keeps him. Preston made most
of his summer money at Fleet Farm making 11 dollars an hour.
Although he makes less at Brix, he enjoys his time dish washing and
helping with recipes. Preston makes a 10-15 minute drive to both of
his jobs. 
 Here is a picture of Preston and Brendon Dvorachek's (senior)
grandpa. Preston has been waiting for the day to happen ever since
he was told that Brendon’s grandpa loves to shop at fleet farm.

Hardwork Pays Off
When school is out for summer, high school students throughout the U.S. look to work a summer job. Whether
that kid truly wants to work or is being forced by his/her parents, 21 million high school students ages 15-19 were
employed in the month of July 2022. 

 I thought it would be interesting to take a look at some of the Roncalli students and interview them on their
summer jobs. I’ll interview the students on different aspects of their jobs (ex. where they worked, how many hours
they worked, how much money they make, their favorite part of your job and why, how far they commute to
work).

My second interview is about Riley McAndrews
(senior). Riley works at Whistling Straits Golf Course
in Kohler. Riley works a hefty 53 hours a week,
making 12 dollars an hour plus tips that adds up to
around $150 to $220 weekly. Riley was blessed to be
able to make a great amount of money throughout the
summer.
Riley’s favorite part of working at Whistling Straits is
the bag drop. His main job is to help golfers with their
bags, but he helps with more than that. Riley is able to
interact with guests by setting them up with tee times,
telling them where facilities are located such as the pro
shop, putting green, short game practice area, and
driving range. Riley says the most interesting part of
his job is when he gets to see crashed/broken golf carts
and clubs. 

By: Thomas Augustine



Lastly, Whistling Straits gave Riley the opportunity to help work the
43rd Ryder Cup. On the morning of the Wednesday Practice Round,
he got to check in the captain of team USA, Steve Stricker. He was
also given the opportunity to check in 8x PGA Tour champion
Bryson DeChambeau. Riley’s time working at Whistling Straits has
heavily influenced his future career aspirations, and is excited for the
remainder of his time working at Whistling Straits. 

My third and final interview was with a senior, who works as
a mulch operator for Mulch Express of Wisconsin. This
student obviously being no other than Mr. Jenson
Wetenkamp. 
Jenson is lucky enough to be able to work for his father, Russ
Wetenkamp. He stays busy during the summer, working a
solid 40 hours a week. His hourly wage being $15, spits on
those making minimum wage. 

 When on duty, a normal day for Jenson would start early in
morning. The mulch truck arrives at the sites where mulch
needed to be sprayed. The “blower truck” installs mulch
through a system of multiple hoses. Which are held by the
operators and sprayed where is needed. Jenson’s job is to
spray mulch in place for a majority of the day. Jenson and
Mulch Express of Wisconsin are the official mulch supplier of
motorsport speedway Road America, which is conveniently
located just 32 miles away, in the small village of Plymouth,
WI (population: 967). 

Roncalli High School is a great place for learning and good opportunities, but these students and many
others are taking their skills outside the classroom and applying it in the workforce. These Roncalli
students not only learn in the classroom, but many valuable life lessons in the real world. 



Love It or List It Vacations
By: Riley McAndrews

Most of us have been on our fair share of vacation and I can bet that some have gone smoothly and
nothing went wrong during your vacation and you had a great time during it and visited some cool
places. I also can bet that some of us have been on a vacation that went horribly wrong. So with that
being said, in this article we will be able to find out which of our fellow classmates have had good
vacations and which ones have had some bad vacations.

First up is Preston Wallnader who says that he himself had a bad vacation up at Keshena where
his cabin is located. He said that his disaster happened out on Legend Lake with him and his
boat. What Preston says that happened was that he had a big fish on when fishing and when he
went to net the fish he leaned too much and he tipped the boat making him fall in and all his
fishing gear fell in, which in the end he could not find and on top of that he had to walk his boat
back to the shore. Luckily he was in shallow water so he could bring the boat in.

Brayden Yanda also had a good vacation. He says that he traveled to Maui, Hawaii over the summer
for the first time with his family. He says that he had fun snorkeling and seeing marine life in the
clear water. Brayden also really liked surfing while he was there and he also enjoyed hiking through
the trails on the volcanos. He also learned that there are alot of chickens in Hawaii and especially on
the Maui island, and as he went to Luau they gave him traditional food and talked about how Hawaii
was founded by their people.



Throughout this article we were able to find out how some of our fellow classmates' vacations went. Most of
these students had a fun time and visited new places and saw some interesting architecture. While
unfortunately other students had a more negative experience, luckily none of them died and are all here to tell
the story like getting stuck in an elevator or flipping a boat.

Max says he had a good vacation over the summer and went out of the country to Spain and
Italy. While he was on this vacation he visited many different places. While Max was in
Barcelona he visited architecture designed by the famous architect Gaudi. Max says The
buildings he created are unique and beautiful and also the lifestyle over there is so unique and
different than here in the States. He said the experience you get is amazing and eye opening.
Also, life in Barcelona compared to Venice, Italy was different as well. In Venice there are no
cars and to get around you have to use boats. It is a very different life. It is such an old city
that's filled with aniquities. Max also says that the food there is just more authentic then it is in
the United states, the food there also tates much better and is a lot healthier. Even though they
have fast food, there is much less fat in it and he noticed there are a lot of seafood restaurants
there too.

Jenson also says that he had a bad vacation when he went to New York. What Jenson says happened was that
they were in an elevator going up to their hotel room which was on the 25th floor when he had gotten stuck
going up. What he said stunk was that he and his family were stuck for around 3 hrs in this elevator and on top
of that the elevator was like 100 degrees this made it his worst vacation ever.



Stop Choking the Earth 
By: Brayden Yanda

Plastic is everywhere in people's lives. It is a very convenient material to use. However this convenience comes at a
very high cost to the environment and negatively affects human health. Plastic pollution is one of the biggest
problems facing the world today. It was first invented in 1907 by a chemist named Leo Baekeland. Made from
petroleum products, Baekland’s plastic was a revolutionary material. It was lightweight, could withstand heat and
cold, could hold up over time, and best of all, it was cheap and easy to mass-produce. Baekland couldn’t have
anticipated that plastic’s long-term durability would end up being so detrimental and dangerous for the
environment. Since most plastic like bags or straws are so lightweight the wind can cause them to travel a long
distance, getting stuck in fences and trees. Plastic is a very common problem in the world's oceans because every
water source flows into the ocean and when plastic hits these smaller bodies of water it gets into the ocean where it
kills the wildlife and destroys the natural reefs that are across the ocean. 

Some of the marine animals that are affected the most by plastic are turtles. The average lifespan for turtles is
around 80 years old which is similar to humans, this means that there are turtles in the ocean today who got to
experience the oceans before humans started destroying them by mass producing plastic (around the 1960’s). Plastic
is a problem because animals like sea turtles eat the plastic or get stuck in it eventually causing death. 

Every year around 8 to 10 tons of plastic are dumped into the world's oceans. This is a cause for the 100,000 marine
animals that are killed each year as well along with the nearly 1 million birds killed from plastic per year. It remains
to be unseen how severe the toll truly is on humans who ingest about 40 pounds of plastic in their lifetime. In 2018
there was a sperm whale that washed up on shore and had 70 pounds of plastic sitting in its stomach. This was the
cause of its death and other animals that eat dead carcasses like sharks and fish could possibly consume this,
showing how it is like a chain of bad events.

 



               Something people can do to stop this problem of plastic is to use other materials besides plastic like straws
made of materials that are biodegradable. Many restaurants have already resorted to this. Another thing that will
help is making sure to recycle all your plastic and participate in beach or river cleanups. If you do not have time to
participate in these activities you can even help by just supporting organizations that put their time into cleaning
up the oceans. 

We would not only get rid of plastic for the environmental aspect but also for human health. Since plastic does not
biodegrade or compose, it breaks down into harmful microplastics which get into the water that humans drink.
These micro plastics sit in the stomach and are found to cause cancer. 

Plastic is a huge problem in the world today and is something everyone should be concerned about because large
amounts of wildlife are being affected by it everyday. The coral reefs are dying and millions of sea creatures as
well. Not only that it is in the very water humans drink. Luckily it is not too late and people are taking steps to
better the world.   



Family History Is More Than Geneology
Websites

By: Aeryn Kozak

     Every family has its stories. Their winning moments and feuds. Stories are something that havw brought
people together for thousands of years, and modern days are no exception. By learning our family history we
can learn more about ourselves. Our family is what shapes us into becoming the people we are today, and
having the chance to track some of the similarities we might have is something we shouldn’t pass up. Family
history is more than just genealogy websites and it’s something we shouldn’t hold back on investigating.

     Ms.Bishop told me a story about her and her great-grandmother and one of the people she felt closest to as
a kid. She told me a story she described as, “The first experience I had of someone doing something like
churchy outside of actual church.” She and her sister were younger and staying at their great-grandmother's
house. Before going to sleep, their great-grandmother would make makeshift beds in the living room for Ms.
Bishop and her sister to sleep in. “She sat with us as we were falling asleep, to make sure we fell asleep, okay,
and as she was sitting there she prayed the rosary for us.” It wasn’t anything pushy or at all, like in your face
about how she was showing her devotion to Our Lady, ” she explains, “It stuck with me.” Ms. Bishop
concludes by saying how she believes that that small, yet powerful experience is what lead and inspired her to
have such a strong devotion to Mary.

     I went on to talk to a sophomore, Isabelle Bolle. She told me a wild story about her great-grandfather. “He
was a boxer,” she explained to me. Her great-grandfather had entered a boxing competition against this guy
who was well known for intimidating whomever he was going up against. “So, he went into my great-
grandfather’s locker room and he was telling him about all the guys he’s knocked unconscious, all the bones
he’s broken of all these other guys. Pretty much just a bunch of stories trying to intimidate my great-
grandfather.” Isabelle narrated. “My great-grandfather just lets him talk, doesn’t say anything, and when he’s
finally done he looks him dead in the eyes and says, "Good, I like a challenge.” The story continues with this
guy leaving the locker room and Isabelle’s great-grandfather finished getting ready for the fight. He’s ready,
he goes out to the ring, and it turned out that the guy who’d been trying to intimidate him, had left. He was so
scared that he didn’t want to do the fight anymore.

     Over the years our grandparents have accumulated a substantial amount of knowledge. It’s important that
we give them opportunities to share those lessons and experiences with us. Through the stories they share or
even off-handed comments our relatives might make about how “You’re so much like your grandmother,” we
grow closer to people we have often times known our entire lives. Make sure to talk to your family members
and take an interest in what they can teach you. 



Failing Forward
 Failure is an inevitable part of life that is impossible to escape. If somebody tells you that they have never
failed at anything, they are simply lying. Everybody has experienced some form of failure throughout their
lives, some more significant than others, but that goes to show that nobody is perfect. Failure is accompanied
with various emotions ranging from embarrassment and anxiety all the way to anger or even sadness just to
name a few. All of these emotions that go hand in hand with failure have some sort of connection to an
uncomfortable feeling. Our human instinct is to naturally try and avoid emotional discomfort although there
actually are some positives in accepting failure. Everyone who has ever truly succeeded has overcome hurdles
and pushed through times of difficulty. Failure motivates them to keep going, to keep getting better. Failure
often allows you to examine what worked or what didn't even more so than success. It can further your critical
and analytical thinking skills, allowing you to innovate, redirect and try another way to execute something the
next time.  

 I have failed countless times in my life but Instead of sulking and becoming unmotivated, I use it to my
personal advantage and ultimately try to become the best version of myself based off of it. I personally feel
that it is important to acknowledge your failures and try not to just push them to the side or act like they never
happened. If you just do that, you will never see any personal advancements in your life. For example, when I
failed at riding my bike without training wheels and looked around at everyone else doing it perfectly fine, I
felt down about myself initially. Understanding the situation, I then began to practice over and over until I
finally achieved my goal. So even though I may have fallen off a dozen times or failed at first, I was still able
to accomplish my goal in the end.

 There are three main stages of failure. The first is failure of vision. Failure of vision is when you are not clear
about what you want or your personal "why." When you don't know what you want out of life or if you are not
feeling purpose and meaning in your life, then you might be having a failure of vision. The next is failure of
tactics and that is when you know what you want but don't have a clear or effective plan for achieving it. For
instance, maybe you've failed to complete a project because you only have a general sketch and not a master
plan. The last is failure of strategy. This is when you have a plan and follow it, but still do not achieve your
goal. An endless number of factors could be affecting your success. They may be related or unrelated to your
plan.  

By: Connor Kubsch



After chatting with student-athlete Brayden Reimer, I began to realize all of the motivating factors that he has
obtained in his personal life. Brayden has demonstrated astounding work ethics not only on the field, but in the
weight room as well. Going into the 2021 season opener, Brayden had a noteworthy 200 rushing yard game
against Manitowoc Lutheran. Despite losing the game, he had high expectations for the rest of the season.
Unfortunately, things didn't go as planned. Brayden ended up finishing the season with a total of 800 rushing
yards while stacking up around 65 rushing yards per game. With arousing frustration and disappointment floating
around, Brayden became motivated to become the best individual that he can be on and off the field. In the 2022
game opener against Manitowoc Lutheran, he had another outstanding performance including a game winning
touchdown. Only halfway through the 2022 season, Brayden has already acquired an average of 100 more rushing
yards than last the previous season. Brayden took failure as an opportunity to get better and it truly paid off.
Despite our ups and downs in life we've learned that we benefit from both and learn to move forward knowing our
failure and flaws make us better.

In an interview with Thomas Augustine (Roncalli Senior), he recalls crashing his beloved car as one of
the most detrimental “failures” in his life so far. He stated that he initially felt “terrible” because he
cherished that car and loved driving it on a daily basis. Although Thomas had made a mistake, he was
motivated enough to take control of the situation and attempt to make a change going forward. He stated
that it has “motivated him to focus and become less distracted” while he is driving behind the wheel. Not
only did he become motivated in becoming a better driver, but he also took away a serious life lesson.
Thomas explained to me how he now understands the importance of awareness while driving because
“anything can happen in the matter of seconds.” This is an aspect that everyone should take into account
in their lives.
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ATTITUDE FOR GRATITUDE!

I am grateful for family friends and good health- Brayden Yanda

I am grateful that I get to go to college soon- Maxwell Senfleben

I am grateful for my friends and family- Riley McAndrews

I’m thankful for my family who has helped me through life-
Max Doctor Maurer

I am thankful for my family, school, friends, team, and
classmates- Thomas Augustine

I am grateful for my family, friends, and the gym- Lauren
Stangel
I am thankful for my friends, family, the opportunity to learn-
Emerson Risch


